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Abstract.
We describe two independent computations of the number of Latin squares of order 10. We also give counts of Latin rectangles with up to 10 columns, and estimates of the number of Latin squares of orders up to 15.
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1. Introduction.
A $k \times n$ Latin rectangle is a $k \times n$ matrix with entries from \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} such that the entries in each row and the entries in each column are distinct. A Latin square of order $n$ is an $n \times n$ Latin rectangle.

A Latin rectangle is said to be normalized if the first row and first column read $[1, 2, \ldots, n]$ and $[1, 2, \ldots, k]$, respectively. For example,

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
2 & 3 & 1 & 5 & 6 & 4 \\
3 & 5 & 4 & 6 & 2 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
$$

is a normalized $3 \times 6$ Latin rectangle. It is not hard to see that the total number of $k \times n$ Latin rectangles is $n! (n-1)! L(k, n)/(n-k)!$, where $L(k, n)$ is the number of normalized $k \times n$ Latin rectangles.

The values of $L(n, n)$ for $n = 7, 8, 9$ were found by Sade [9], Wells [11], and Bammel and Rothstein [2], respectively. A recurrence for $L(3, n)$ was found by Kerewala [5], and a complicated summation for $L(4, n)$ by Athreya, Pranesachar and Singhi [1]. General formulae for $L(n, n)$ appear in [3], [8] and [10], but do not appear useful for either exact or asymptotic computation. The asymptotic value of $L(k, n)$ for $k = o(n^{6/7})$ was found by Godsil and McKay [4].

The values of $L(n, n)$ for $n = 7, 8, 9$ were found by Sade [9], Wells [11], and Bammel and Rothstein [2], respectively. A recurrence for $L(3, n)$ was found by Kerewala [5], and a complicated summation for $L(4, n)$ by Athreya, Pranesachar and Singhi [1]. General formulae for $L(n, n)$ appear in [3], [8] and [10], but do not appear useful for either exact or asymptotic computation. The asymptotic value of $L(k, n)$ for $k = o(n^{6/7})$ was found by Godsil and McKay [4].

The numbers of distinct Latin squares under various symmetry operations are given to $n = 8$ in [6].

The value of $L(10, 10)$ was computed independently by the two authors in 1991 and 1990, respectively, using similar but not identical methods. In chronological order, we will refer to these as the “first” and “second” computations throughout this paper. They have much in common with each other, and also with the method of [2], so we will describe them together. We wish to thank Neil Sloane for introducing us.
2. Description of the computations.

Let \( R \) be a \( k \times n \) Latin rectangle. We can define an associated \( k \)-regular bipartite graph \( G = G(R) \) thus: \( V(G) = C \cup S \), where \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \) and \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\} \) and \( E(G) = \{c_is_j \mid \text{column } i \text{ contains symbol } j\} \). We will call this graph the \textit{template} of \( R \). Clearly, many Latin rectangles may have the same template; for example, every Latin square of order \( n \) has the complete bipartite graph \( K_{n,n} \) as its template.

A \textit{one-factor} of a graph \( G \) is a spanning regular subgraph of degree one. A \textit{one-factorization} of \( G \) is a partition of \( E(G) \) into one-factors. Clearly, the rows of a Latin rectangle \( R \) correspond to the one-factors in a one-factorization of \( G(R) \). For any template \( G \), define \( N(G) \) to be the number of one-factorizations of \( G \), or equivalently the number of normalized Latin squares with template \( G \). In forming this count, one-factorizations which differ only in the order of the one-factors are not counted separately. The value of \( N(G) \) can be found from the following recursion:

\[
N(G) = \sum_F N(G - F),
\]

where the sum is over one-factors \( F \) of \( G \) which contain some fixed edge of \( G \). The feasibility of this computation for \( n = 10 \) is due to the fact that \( N(G) \) is an invariant of the isomorphism class of \( G \). Thus, we need only apply (1) to one member of each isomorphism class. The challenge with efficiency is that the templates on the right need to be identified according to which isomorphism class they belong.

The two computations differed in the types of isomorphism recognised between two templates. In the first computation, isomorphisms fixing the sets \( C \) and \( S \) were used, while in the second the exchange of \( C \) and \( S \) was also permitted. In order to apply recursion (1), it is necessary to be able to identify \( G - F \) from amongst the templates for which the value of \( N(\) \) is already known. In the first computation, this was achieved by defining a canonical labelling for templates. Templates were stored in canonical form, and templates \( G - F \) were identified by converting them to canonical form. In the second computation, a combinatorial invariant was devised such that no two templates had the same invariant. The invariant had two components. The first component was a quickly-computed number depending on the distribution of the cycles of length 4 in \( G - F \). This proved sufficient to identify the great majority of templates uniquely. For those not uniquely identified, there was a second component formed from a canonical labelling of the template, using the first author’s graph isomorphism program \texttt{nauty} [7]. The set of nonisomorphic templates was determined in advance using \texttt{nauty}.

The number of distinct templates under the two definitions of equivalence for \( n = 10 \) and \( k = 1, \ldots, 5 \) were 1, 12, 1165, 121790, 601055 for the first computation, and 1, 12, 725, 62616, 304696 for the second computation.

When \( N(G) \) is known for each template \( G \), the number of normalized Latin rectangles can be determined. In terms of the second computation, we have

\[
L(k, n) = 2nk! (n-k)! \sum_G \frac{N(G)}{|\text{Aut}(G)|},
\]

where the sum is over all templates of degree \( k \), and \( \text{Aut}(G) \) is the automorphism group of \( G \). The reason for (2) is that \( 2n! k! (n-k)! / |\text{Aut}(G)| \) is the number of labellings of \( G \) in which the
neighbours of \( c_1 \) are \( \{ s_1, \ldots, s_k \} \), and \((n - 1)!\) is removed to allow for normalization of the first row. In the case of \( k = n \), equation (2) simplifies to \( L(n, n) = N(K_{n,n})/(n - 1)! \).

Each method requires a few days on a fast workstation. The results are listed in Table 1. To obtain the total number of Latin rectangles, not necessarily normalized, multiply \( L(k, n) \) by \( n!(n - 1)!/(n - k)! \).

3. Estimates.

For \( n = 11 \) and \( k = 1, \ldots, 5 \), the numbers of distinct templates under the weaker of our two definitions of isomorphism are 1, 14, 7454, 5582612, 156473848. Allowing interchange of \( C \) and \( S \) gains almost a factor of two, but still the numbers are too large for \( L(11, 11) \) to be computable by our method in a reasonable time. However, we can find approximate values for higher order using a probabilistic method.

Suppose we form a “random” normalized Latin square with rows \( R_1, \ldots, R_n \) by this process: \( R_1 \) is the usual first row for a normalized square. For \( i = 2, \ldots, n \), \( R_i \) is chosen uniformly at
random from amongst those extensions of $[R_1, \ldots, R_{i-1}]$ which have $i$ in the first position. For $i = 1, \ldots, n-1$, let $e_i$ be the total number of such extensions of $[R_1, \ldots, R_{i-1}]$. Then it is easy to show that $e_1 e_2 \cdots e_{n-1}$ is an unbiased estimator of $L(n, n)$. (This is an example of a method originally due to Knuth.) For best experimental efficiency, we computed $e_i$ exactly for $i > n-8$ and by testing random permutations for smaller $i$.

In Table 2, we present our estimates and the number of trials used for each $n$. It is not possible to be precise about the accuracy, but we feel that probably these numbers are correct to within one value of the least significant digit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>trials</th>
<th>$L(n, n)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1000000</td>
<td>$5.36 \times 10^{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100000</td>
<td>$1.62 \times 10^{44}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>400000</td>
<td>$2.51 \times 10^{56}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>$2.33 \times 10^{70}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{86}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Estimates of $L(n, n)$ for larger $n$.
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